Executive Meeting Agenda

Wednesday, September 18th at 8:00 to 9:00 PM

I. Check Ins

II. Questions from reports

III. Sexual assault response continuation conversation - President Meis
   a. What can and should SGLC/Exec do to address the concerns about sexual assault resources and investigations on campus?

IV. Feedback about minutes from the Secretary - Secretary Prag

V. Organizational Goals next steps - President Meis
   a. How will Exec be apart of carrying out the organizational goals?
   b. How should the rest of the body carry out the organizationals?

VI. Diversity & Inclusion retreat training next steps - CEDIO Thomas
   a. How and when can we continue our conversation about D&I from the retreat?

VII. Phoenix Op Eds - CEDIO Thomas
   a. Report from President Meis and VP Guerrero about the meeting
   b. Perspective from Communications team about what approach to take
   c. Interest from Exec to write introductory pieces on our positions

VIII. Anything for the good of cause?